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Chapter 501 

Long Fei Xue did not hide any aura at this moment, all the power of his bloodline was released, and 

these people of the dragon clan around him could certainly feel it. 

“It’s the Green Dragon.” 

“It’s really a Green Dragon, it’s actually a pure Green Dragon bloodline.” 

“It looks like we have to tell Lord ‘Cloud Dragon’.” 

“Yes, it’s a big deal.” 

…… 

The crowd finally understood that this matter was no longer something they guys could handle, so the 

black dragon quickly transformed into a black-faced hanyou, followed by the other dragons who also 

transformed to Ye Lu and Long Fei Xue’s side. 

However, everyone’s attention was on Long Fei Xue’s body, for it was not often that a Green Dragon 

with a pure bloodline was seen, and a female Green Dragon at that. 

As a result, even someone like Long Feixue, who had seen the city, was a little embarrassed by the look. 

“Come with me!” 

The “Black Dragon” looked at the crowd and said, then turned around and walked ahead. 

Ye Lu and Long Fei Xue of course followed closely, to be honest, coming to the Dragon Clan was actually 

quite a risky move, because Ye Lu didn’t know what kind of temper the people of the Dragon Clan had, 

in case they had a bad temper and “clicked” themselves. Wouldn’t it be very troublesome? 

However, Ye Lu was not particularly worried about this matter because, for ordinary cultivators, 

“storage treasures” that could be claimed could not be taken out of their contents, but, of course, for Ye 

Lu, this was not a problem because “storage treasures The “storage treasure” is only made from the 

base of the “magic treasure” plus the “weapon pattern”. 

Even if some of them were difficult to decipher, it would only take a little more time. 

What’s more, Ye Luo could make “magic treasures”, so “tailor-made” was certainly more attractive. 

Therefore, Ye Luo felt that the other party would not be able to do it to him easily. 

In this way, a group of people walked towards the inner part of the “Dragon Clan” gathering place, while 

more and more people gathered around, because not many humans came to the “Dragon Clan” and 

everyone wanted to see what was going on. 

“Look, it’s a Green Dragon!” 

“How can a human of the Green Dragon bloodline come to us?” 

“I don’t know, maybe it’s a rare human found by the ‘Beast Alliance’.” 



“I don’t see anyone from the ‘Beast Alliance’!” 

“Say, that dragon spear in her hand looks really powerful!” 

…… 

Amidst the chatter of the crowd, Ye Lu walked into a huge building that was somewhat rough in shape, 

but quite formidable in style. 

The characteristic of this building is “big”, the door alone is tens of meters high, after entering, Ye Luo 

saw a dragon coiled in the middle of the tall building, this is a dragon with a red hair, through the glasses 

Ye Luo found that this “cloud dragon” is already Ye Lu found out through his glasses that this “Cloud 

Dragon” was already at the peak of the “Yuan Ying Realm”. 

This guy was called “Cloud Dragon”, not to mention that Ye Lu saw that there were really many clouds 

around him, which was quite a compound of his identity. 

When he saw Ye Lu and Long Fei Xue appear, the “Cloud Dragon” raised its head to look at the two 

people, but of course, the main person he was looking at was Long Fei Xue. 

“Green Dragon’s woman, what are you doing here?” 

The “Cloud Dragon” looked at Long Fei Xue and said, from its voice, Ye Lu could not hear any happiness 

or anger. 

At this time, the black dragon from before stepped forward first, and he gave a respectful salute and 

said. 

“Lord Yun Long, these two young people are preparing to ask us to help hatch the ‘dragon eggs’, and at 

the same time, this human with the Green Dragon bloodline wants to use our ‘Dragon Transformation 

Pond’.” 

Hearing the words of the Black Dragon, the Cloud Dragon gave a cold snort. 

However, it did not say anything further, obviously wanting the Black Dragon to give it a perfect 

explanation. 

The Black Dragon also understood that this matter sounded a bit absurd, so he lowered his head and 

said. 

“Lord Cloud Dragon, calm down, I feel that this young man can really afford to pay, that’s why I brought 

him here, Lord you saw the ‘dragon spear’ in this Green Dragon woman’s hand, this man said that he 

has many of these ‘dragon spears ‘ and can also customize the ‘dragon spear’ according to the attributes 

of each individual ……” 

With the black dragon’s words, the “cloud dragon’s” breath gradually eased off, then it looked at Ye Lu 

and said. 

“You can really refine such a ‘dragon spear’?” 

Of course, Ye Lu took out several “dragon spears” without any ambiguity. 



“The “Eternal Gun”, Gungnir, was one of the four divine weapons of the “Norse Gods”, so one could 

imagine how high it was. “Therefore, the moment he saw Ye Lu take out many “Dragon Lances”, Lord 

Yun Long’s eyes went straight. 

“Brush!” 

It quickly transformed into a human form and then flew to Ye Lu’s front. 

“Little doll, is it true what you said? Can help customize a weapon of this level?” 

Ye Lu was taken aback by this fellow’s sudden move, then smiled and said. 

“Of course, you want to make ‘dragon spears’ with ‘cloud’ and ‘water’ attributes, right, it’s wrapped up 

in me, however, our matter ……” 

Hearing Ye Lu’s words, “Cloud Dragon” then smiled and said. 

“Good, painful, so, in addition to help me customize one, in addition to give us ten ‘dragon spears’, our 

deal can be carried out, do not worry, we ‘dragon clan’ always promise a thousand gold.” 

Ye Lu nodded, then thought for a moment and said. 

“Deal, however, I have one more thing I want to ask the ‘Dragon Clan’ to help out once, the person I 

want to deal with is the ‘Beast Alliance’, I wonder how much this will cost?” 

Hearing that he wanted to deal with the ‘Beast Alliance’, ‘Cloud Dragon’ said after thinking about it. 

“It’s not impossible to deal with the Beast Alliance, our ‘Dragon Clan’ is not afraid of them, but it’s not as 

simple as hatching eggs or using the ‘Dragon Transformation Pond’. It’s as simple as that, tell us first, 

who do you want to deal with?” 

And Ye Lu said. 

“It’s the ‘Snake’ and ‘Beast’ people, we don’t need to level them, just let them know that it hurts, now 

they have blocked the entrance and exit, it’s still quite troublesome.” 

This time, Cloud Dragon did not agree immediately, but said after a moment of silence. 

“I can’t make an arbitrary decision on this matter, let’s wait for me to discuss it before making a 

decision.” 

Seeing the attitude of “Cloud Dragon”, Ye Lu could only smile, then he looked at “Cloud Dragon” and 

said again. 

“I have another friend, her condition is a bit strange, I don’t really understand it anyway, she is originally 

a dragon, but she is also originally a human, anyway it is not as simple as the bloodline, you are very 

knowledgeable, I want you to take a look, see if she also needs to enter the ‘Dragon Transformation 

Pond’? ” 

The “Dragon Transformation Pond”, as the name implies, is to turn a demonic beast or human who is 

not a dragon but has some dragon bloodline into a real dragon. 



There is a legend called “fish turning into a dragon”, which means that a carp can be turned into a 

dragon through the “Dragon Transformation Pond”. 

In the “Journey to the West”, there is a record of the “Dragon Transformation Pond” where the “White 

Dragon Horse” was transformed into a little white dragon from the Dragon Transformation Pond after 

taking the scriptures. 

After listening to Ye Lu, “Cloud Dragon” said with a smile. 

“This is all well and good, to be honest, ‘the difficult ones don’t, the participants don’t’. Hatching dragon 

eggs and entering the dragon pond are not difficult for us. 

With those words, he waved his hand again at the same time and said. 

“Little Sister Yu, come and help hatch this ‘Ying Long’s’ egg, aren’t you of the same origin as it, it will be 

more effective.” 

The “Little Sister Rain” he was talking about was a female dragon, who had actually lived for hundreds of 

years. 

Hearing the words of the “Cloud Dragon”, “Little Rain” immediately came forward and took the “Dragon 

Egg” from Long Fei Xue’s hand, and at this moment, Qin Siyu also came out of the At this moment, Qin 

Siyu also came out of the “Blazing God Blade”. 

The moment Qin Siyu appeared, all the people were frozen on the spot, followed by a number of people 

kneeling down and bowing down. 

“Lord Yun Long” was also astonished and unable to speak a word, and then he also looked at Qin Siyu 

and fell down, saying respectfully. 

“Lord Yun Long pays respects to Lord Dragon Ancestor.” 

With the words of “Lord Yun Long”, the rest of the “Dragon Clan” who had not fallen to their knees and 

froze on the spot also knelt down in unison. 

“Greetings, Lord Dragon Ancestor!” 

The crowd shouted in unison, while Qin Siyu was instantly confused. 

She was a little confused as she looked at the crowd of people kneeling on the ground, but Ye Lu was 

already overjoyed in his heart. 

  

Chapter 502 

He had long sensed that Qin Shiyu was extraordinary, but he had never thought that she would be a 

“Dragon Ancestor”, who obviously held a supreme position in the dragon race. 

Seeing everyone kneeling on the ground, as if they were subjects worshipping a king on TV, Qin Shiyu 

was shocked by the sudden gesture, and she subconsciously sought protection, grabbing Ye Lu’s arm 

and snuggling up next to him, looking like a bird clinging to her. 



Seeing this scene, the “Cloud Dragons” smiled bitterly, for even a fool could see that their “Dragon 

Ancestor” had taken a liking to this young man. 

Ye Lu patted Qin Siyu’s shoulder, then looked at the Cloud Dragon and asked. 

“Lord Cloud Dragon, what exactly is this ‘Lord Dragon Ancestor’ you speak of?” 

“Cloud Dragon smiled and said. 

“Legend has it that at the beginning of the world there was the first nine-clawed divine dragon, which 

was called ‘the dragon with the candle’ and was the ancestor of all the dragons in the world. That is why 

it is also called the ‘Dragon Ancestor’.” 

“In the world, there may be many other dragons, such as the ‘Green Dragon’, the ‘Ying Dragon’ and our 

‘Cloud Dragon’ or Xiao Yu like the ‘Rain Dragon’ and so on, but the only ‘Candle Dragon’ is unique, there 

is only this one in heaven and on earth, and that is our Lord Dragon Ancestor.” 

With these words, he bowed once more to Qin Shiyu. 

After listening to the “Cloud Dragon”, Ye Lu fully understood Qin Siyu’s true identity, the world’s first 

divine dragon, not the bloodline, but the dragon itself. 

Although he did not know why Qin Siyu had appeared in this form, Ye Lu felt that because of Qin Siyu’s 

relationship, the “Dragon Clan” would definitely help him this time. 

Sure enough, “Cloud Dragon” looked at Ye Lu, Qin Siyu and Long Fei Xue and said with a smile. 

“Since this is a matter for the ‘Dragon Ancestor’, that’s good, I’ll tell the elders about this and let them 

help, it won’t be difficult to punish the ‘Beast Alliance’. ” 

Ye Lu looked at Cloud Dragon and asked. 

“Then, Lord Yun Long, is it useful for her to use the Dragon Transformation Pond?” 

Hearing Ye Lu’s question, “Cloud Dragon” then tapped his head and said. 

“Look at this brain of mine, I almost forgot about this matter, the ‘Dragon Transformation Pond’ is 

certainly useful to ‘Lord Dragon Ancestor’, this ‘pond’ though is called the ‘Dragon Transformation 

Pond’, but it doesn’t exactly exist for the purpose of transforming dragons, the main function is actually 

to enhance the power of the dragon race’s bloodline.” 

“Lord Dragon Ancestor’s bloodline purity certainly doesn’t need to be raised, but the strength of the 

‘dragon body’ is still at a very weak stage, so of course the ‘Dragon Transformation Pond’ will still be 

very helpful, and of course, if there’s a chance or to ‘Dragon Transformation Pond’ in our ‘Dragon Clan’ 

ancestral land, the results there will be better.” 

Qin Siyu did not want to be separated from Ye Lu, so, of course, she was not willing to go to the 

ancestral land of the dragon clan. 

After that, Ye Lu asked about the hatching of the beast eggs and the time to enter the Dragon Pond. 

Cloud Dragon told him that the hatching of the beast eggs should not be difficult because Xiao Yu was of 



a good level and had a lot of experience in hatching beast eggs, while the time to enter the Dragon Pond 

was uncertain, it could be one or two hours, or at most a day. 

Hearing his answer, Ye Lu thought about it and said. 

“Then, I’ll leave Silk Rain and Flying Snow to you guys, are any of you familiar with the Vermillion Bird 

clan? I am going to go to the ‘Vermillion Bird’ clan’s side to hatch a ‘beast egg’ as well.” 

As a result, Cloud Dragon smiled and said. 

“We have always been very friendly with the Vermillion Bird and Phoenix clans, so I will ask Black 

Dragon to take you there later, he is also going to see his old flame.” 

Although Qin Siyu and Long Feixue did not want to be separated from Ye Lu, they also understood that 

time was running out and they had been in the “Secret Realm of the Ten Thousand Beasts” for a long 

time, so they nodded obediently. 

Ye Luo followed the black dragon towards the gathering place of the Vermillion Birds. 

“Is that demon dragon from hell really that strong?” 

On the way, Ye Lu talked about the black dragon Nidhogg, who had been sealed by the World Tree, and 

it was obvious that the black dragon did not believe Ye Lu’s words. 

Ye Lu thought for a moment and said. 

“What do you think of the strength of the ‘Dragon Lance’ I gave you?” 

The “black dragon” was holding the “dragon spear” in its hand, so of course, it nodded and said. 

“The material of this thing is quite hard, it’s definitely a good gun.” 

Ye Lu smiled and said. 

“However, what I’m going to say to, that ‘Nidhogg’ eats up this dragon spear like it’s a meal, it feeds on 

this material.” 

Hearing Ye Lu’s words, the black dragon’s mouth then opened wide, he felt that this thing Ye Lu said was 

completely unbelievable. 

“Putting this dragon spear in your mouth and eating it as a snack?” 

If what Ye Lu said was true, that “Nidhogg” was really not an ordinary pervert. 

“Are there any perverted characters in this ‘Secret Realm of Ten Thousand Beasts’ of yours?” 

Ye Lu asked the Black Dragon with some curiosity, before “Big Wind” had described this so-called largest 

mysterious realm as divine and unfathomable. 

After Ye Lu asked, the black dragon smiled and said. 

“Of course there is, because the centre of the ‘Ten Thousand Beasts Secret Realm’, which none of us has 

ever been to, is said to be inhabited by a ‘Thousand-Faced Demon Beast’ with a thousand heads, under 

which there are countless experts, including The rebels of our ‘Dragon Clan’.” 



Hearing the words of the “Black Dragon”, Ye Lu was truly shocked. 

“The demon beast with the most heads he had ever seen before was the king of all beasts, Typhon, that 

he had seen in the Nordic Realm, which had a hundred heads, and each of its children was also a 

monster with many heads, such as the three-headed dog of hell, the nine-headed sea serpent, Hydra, 

the two-headed dog, Otis, and the most famous snake-haired demoness, Medusa. 

Ye Lu felt that this one was already perverted enough, but there was also a “thousand-faced demon 

beast” here, which was too outrageous, right? 

So, Ye Lu thought about it and asked. 

“Have you seen that ‘Thousand-Faced Demon Beast’?” 

“Black Dragon” shook his head and said. 

“How is it possible, our ‘Dragon Clan’ once tried to go to the centre of the ‘Secret Realm of Ten 

Thousand Beasts’, but before we could get close, we were beaten back by the ‘Argus’, a demonic beast 

with a hundred eyes. ‘ was beaten back, and many of our brothers and sisters from the ‘Dragon Clan’ 

were killed or injured. ‘ in the centre of it.” 

To be honest, the words of the “Black Dragon” surprised Ye Lu because he had thought that the people 

of the “Dragon Clan” should be able to walk around in this “Secret Realm of Ten Thousand Beasts”, but 

now it seemed that he had thought wrongly, there were even more powerful existences here. 

The two of them soon arrived at the gathering place of the Vermilion Bird clan. With the introduction of 

the black dragon, of course everything went smoothly, but when Ye Yan appeared, the scene of the 

group of dragons worshipping before appeared again. 

“What is this …… situation?” 

This time Ye Lu was also confused, he had seen the pattern on Ye Yan’s body, and according to him, Ye 

Yan should also be a bloodline inheritor, but looking at the “Vermillion Bird Clan”, it was not like this. 

At this time, the leader of this group of Vermillion Sparrows, a woman with red hair, looked at Ye Yan 

and said with a smile. 

“Lord ‘Bird Emperor’, you don’t know that you are not a bloodline inheritance, but a reincarnation, just 

like the ‘Phoenix Nirvana’, you have re-entered reincarnation again, only that your reincarnation 

memory has not yet awakened, but, rest assured, there is a place for you to awaken in our place.” 

“Our ‘Vermilion Bird Clan’ has the ‘Pool of Nirvana’ which is specially for clan members to awaken, and 

when you come out from there, you will be able to have the ‘Bird Emperor’ belonging to the 

inheritance.” 

Then, ignoring Ye Yan’s dumbfounded face, everyone took Ye Yan to the ‘Pool of Nirvana’. 

“Go on, sister, haven’t you always wanted to surpass Silky Rain? Here’s your chance!” 

Ye Luo made a victory gesture towards Ye Yan, and to be honest, he was already happy in his heart. 

“A nirvana reborn bird emperor! Yes!” 



Ye Lu couldn’t help but snap his fingers. 

Chapter 503 

“The “Bird Emperor” must mean the emperor of the Vermilion Bird clan, so it was good that he had the 

support of not only the Dragon clan but also the Vermilion Bird clan. 

Then, he slapped his head. 

“You can’t sing a song if you don’t have a good voice.” 

It was only then that Ye Lu remembered that he couldn’t sing well at all. 

So, he found a place and started to make weapons with specific attributes. In addition to making a 

dragon spear for the “Cloud Dragon”, he also had to make a general “Flame Longsword” for the leader 

of the “Vermilion Bird”. 

The “fire attribute” was the one that Ye Lu was most familiar with, so it was relatively easy to make, so 

Ye Lu immediately found a place to start refining it. 

The material was the “World Tree”, so Ye Lu did not need to beat iron to make the weapon blanks. 

Moreover, Ye Lu had never been exposed to this aspect before. 

Seeing that Ye Lu had actually taken out a piece of wood to help him make a weapon, the leader of the 

Vermillion Birds, the Fire Enchantress, looked at Ye Lu and said with a smile. 

“Honestly, if you weren’t a friend of the ‘Bird Emperor’, I would have burned you to death. 

Hearing Fire Demon Enchantress’ words, Ye Lu then laughed and said. 

“If you really burn me to death, you will definitely regret it.” 

Then, he turned to a member of the Vermilion Bird clan on the side and said. 

“Lend me your sword.” 

The woman smiled and gave the sword to Ye Lu, who picked up the long sword he had cut and had not 

yet drawn the “weapon pattern”, and then he swung his sword at the Vermilion Bird clan’s long sword 

that he had just brought over. 

“Ding!” 

The longsword actually broke with a sound. 

Only then did Ye Lu shake the longsword blank in his hand and said with a smile. 

“So, I say, if I die you’ll regret it, right, you’ll be missing out on a ‘supremely good sword’, so you better 

prepare something good to eat and drink for me, most of them will go overboard when I refine them.” 

With those words, Ye Lu cut the other sword into several pieces like a carrot. 

This scene scared the “Fire Enchantress”, she really didn’t think that such a long sword made of wood 

would have such power. 



She knew the sword that the woman was using, although it was not a powerful magic weapon, it was 

still good, better than many of the weapons in their settlement, but it was actually so unbearable in Ye 

Lu’s case. 

Then, her eyes looked at the “Blazing God Blade” in Ye Lu’s hand. 

The wooden sword cut other swords just like cutting vegetables, but Ye Lu used the red blade to cut this 

piece of wood with no effort at all, so how strong was the blade in Ye Lu’s hand? It was simply 

unimaginable. 

In fact, it was actually the same, the “Blazing God Knife” as one of the “Ten Ancient Fierce Weapons” 

was said to be able to kill even “gods”, so of course it was no ordinary thing. 

Ye Lu ignored her and began to draw the “fire attribute” weapon pattern, while the rest of the Vermilion 

Bird clan immediately served Ye Lu delicious fruits and food, which Ye Lu, of course, accepted with a 

smile. 

In the “Dragon Transformation Pond”, Long Fei Xue and Qin Si Yu had both entered the “Dragon 

Transformation Pond” at the same time, and they had to be naked in the “Dragon Transformation 

Pond”, otherwise the “Achilles’ Heel” might appear. 

The “Achilles’ heel” refers to this story. 

“Achilles was the son of the mortal Peleus and the nymph Thetis, who carried him upside down into the 

river Styx in order to make him immortal, but unfortunately the heel of Achilles, which Thetis held in his 

hand, was not soaked in water and became a fatal weakness. 

Later, Paris shot an arrow at this spot and Achilles died, hence the legend of the “Achilles heel”. 

Both women knew the legend, so they certainly didn’t want to leave any dead ends. 

It was the first time both women had seen another woman without clothes up close, so both women 

blushed a little. 

“Long Fei Xue, you have a nice figure!” 

Since she had to stay in the “Dragon Transformation Pond” for a long time, Qin Siyu said something 

without words. 

Now Long Fei Xue was a bit embarrassed, because her body was not natural, while Qin Siyu’s size was 

natural and original, so she also said without saying anything. 

“No, yours is the one that is big and shaped ……” 

As a result, Qin Siyu “pfft!” said with a sound of joy. 

“What are we both talking about here!” 

This time Long Feixue also laughed, but the distance between the two people was instantly shortened, 

followed by the two people began to talk about the sky. 



The endless bloodline power of the “Dragon Clan” in the “Dragon Transformation Pond” began to 

penetrate from their limbs and bones, and gradually changed their bloodlines and bodies. 

In no time at all, the two women’s heads were covered with the shadows of “Candle Dragon” and 

“Green Dragon”, one red and one green. 

On Qin Siyu’s chest, the “Candle of Life” appeared again, but although the candle flame wavered, the 

candle did not show the slightest sign of diminishing. 

Seeing this scene, Long Fei Xue could not help but be a little surprised. 

She had only heard about Qin Siyu lighting the “Candle of Life” before, but when she saw this scene in 

real life, she still felt that it was a bit unreal. 

On the Vermillion Bird side, Ye Yan was experiencing something similar, but she entered a pool of fire, 

and the moment she entered, red fire crows instantly wrapped around her, forming a fire mass around 

her. 

In this way, all three women began their qualitative transformation, while Ye Lu was refining weapons 

and observing the movements of the Mo Tranquil group of people from the Heavenly Demon Palace 

through the Demon Puppet. 

Ye Lu found that these people from the Heavenly Demon Palace had really good luck, and had actually 

gradually found information about the Taiyin Phantom’s beast eggs. 

To Ye Lu’s slight surprise, the Taiyin Phantom’s egg was actually deeper in the Mysterious Realm of Ten 

Thousand Beasts, and it was in a place that was said to be quite dangerous. 

Of course, the worse news was that there were strong demonic beasts guarding the “Taiyin Phantom” 

there, said to be a group of bizarre black and white demonic beasts, no one had ever seen such beasts 

before, and they were ridiculously powerful. 

“No, we have to get there as soon as possible, otherwise the ‘Tai Yin Phantom Fluorescence’ will hatch 

on its own and we will have ruined our trip.” 

“Mo Tranquil said to the leader of the Heavenly Demon Palace. 

The leader also nodded, but he did not rush into action. Instead, he instructed everyone to prepare for 

any unforeseen circumstances, and at the same time summoned the other squads of the Heavenly 

Demon Palace to act together. 

In order to find the Taiyin Phantom’s eggs, the Heavenly Demon Palace had sent quite a number of 

people this time, after all, with fewer people, the scope of the search would be limited. 

After receiving this news, Ye Lu immediately opened the map and began to calculate. 

He found that the place confirmed by the “Heavenly Demon Palace” was not very far from the gathering 

place of the “Dragon Clan” and the “Vermilion Bird Clan”, so he also discarded the plan to go there right 

away, if the rumour that the “Heavenly Demon Palace” had gotten was true, compared to the “Tai Yin 

Phantom Fluorescence”, it was not that easy to get. 



So, he quickly contacted the leader of the Vermilion Bird, Fire Linglong, and the leader of the Dragon 

Clan, Cloud Dragon, and asked them to inform the top brass to send some experts over, and then go 

together to deal with the Tai Yin Phantom Fluorescence. 

Of course, Ye Luo didn’t care much whether the “Tai Yin Phantom Fluorescence” could be obtained or 

not, but the “Beast Alliance” must be avenged, and he had to make the “Beast Alliance” feel fearful in 

order to force them to let him leave the “Secret Realm of Ten Thousand Beasts”, otherwise he wouldn’t 

be able to stand the three-year closure. 

However, what Ye Lu did not know was that he and the people of the Heavenly Demon Palace were not 

the only ones who were gathering people, the Xuantian Sect, the Wuji Sect, the Pill Alliance, Kunlun, the 

Pan Gu Clan, the Nuwa Clan, the Southern Chu …… 

Almost everyone has gotten the news, and everyone is gathering their hands to head towards the 

“Taiyin Yufei”. 
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However, there were still a few things in front of Ye Luo that had not yet been solved. Firstly, although 

the “Star Destiny Man” had a suspect, it had not yet been confirmed, and secondly, there were still two 

beast eggs that had not yet hatched, one was the “Heavenly Sun Candlelight” and the other was his own 

nameless beast egg. 

“The “Sun Candlelight” was Qin Shiyu’s “beast egg”, and now Qin Shiyu’s identity had basically been 

clarified, the first dragon ancestor bred in heaven and earth. 

He had asked “Glasses” to analyse all the demonic beasts he saw to see if they could help hatch “Tian 

Yang Candlelight”. 

With the ability of “Glasses”, it could easily tell if a demonic beast could hatch the “Sun Candle”, but 

after being in the “Secret Realm of Ten Thousand Beasts” for so long, Ye Lu had not encountered a single 

such demonic beast, and as for the “nameless beast eggs”, since “Glasses” could not identify the 

“nameless beast eggs” either, there was no way to provide any help. 

However, for Ye Luo, most of the things in this trip to the “Secret Realm of Ten Thousand Beasts” had 

already been completed, and he was satisfied with the results so far, so he was not anxious about the 

“Tai Yin Phantom Fluorescence”. 

It would be good if he could get it, but it didn’t matter if he couldn’t. Ye Lu was not an insatiable person. 

What he wanted to know now was who the women he had sex with that night, and the woman he 

almost had sex with, were. 

He felt that several women looked alike, but they were all a bit different. However, the woman he 

suspected the most, or the one he was basically sure of, was “Pill Shu”, and with the wisdom of the 

“Heavenly Doctor Elder”, the majority of the game that night was done for Pill Shu, but then something 

unexpected happened. 

“But how many people is Pill Shu?” 



Ye Lu scratched his head in frustration. 

Three of the four people that night had really done it, and there was one in between who had not really 

done it with her thighs. 

This suddenly reminded him of a segment on the Internet, “There were too many people that night, and 

I didn’t know who the real father was”, and Ye Lu also currently has such confusion. 

“Forget it, sooner or later this matter will come to light, it’s better to take care of the immediate future.” 

Ye Lu shook his head and continued to refine weapons, which was also one of the important chips to 

attract the “Dragon Clan” and “Vermilion Bird Clan”. 

The demon beasts in the “Ten Thousand Beasts Secret Realm” were actually lacking in equipment, 

because, in the “Ten Thousand Beasts Secret Realm”, there were basically all demon beasts and almost 

none of them knew how to refine weapons, but there was no need to worry too much about techniques 

and spells, because many of the “demon beasts” with pure bloodlines could awaken part of their 

inherited memories, and there was a lot of content about this in their inherited memories. 

Each clan has a lot of stuff on this subject in their clan lands, so at least the clan members can use it 

without any problem. 

For demon beasts, they are different from humans, so they don’t need to learn so much. 

The combination of all these factors makes equipment a very important part of the “Secret Realm of the 

Ten Thousand Beasts”, as even many of the strongest races, such as the Dragons, have no weapons. 

As expected, the senior members of the Vermilion Bird Clan were also amazed by the “Vermilion Bird 

Sword” that Ye Lu had made, after all, this fire sword was really too strong. 

“Little friend, can you make a sword for me as well?” 

An old man at the head of the Vermilion Bird hierarchy looked at Ye Lu and asked with a smile. 

The Vermilion Bird clan was mostly women, but not all of them were women, there were also many 

men, contrary to the Dragon clan, which was mostly men and less women. 

Of course, Ye Lu agreed to do so, and the others also came to request Ye Lu. 

Ye Lu had no choice but to write a blank cheque, promising that he would definitely help them refine it 

later. 

He found that the “Heavenly Demon Palace” had really brought a lot of people with them this time, and, 

as the rumours had it, the “Heavenly Demon Palace” was filled with legendary evil creatures, and Ye Lu 

saw Pandora and the snake-haired demoness. 

Of course, there were even more evil creatures that Ye Lu did not know. Ye Lu felt that many of the 

black creatures were similar to the “hellish demon dragons”, but there were no glasses on the “demon 

puppets”, so Ye Lu had no way of confirming what this large group of weird-looking guys were. 

Anyway, one thing was certain, that was, the “Heavenly Demon Palace” was not to be messed with. 



The people of the “Heavenly Demon Palace” didn’t take too much time, but it still took close to a day to 

gather and prepare. 

However, what made Ye Lu slightly anxious was that after more than a day, the three women had not 

yet come out. According to the “Dragon Clan” and “Vermilion Bird Clan”, the limit for those who had 

gone in before was one day, but the two clansmen were also very happy, because the longer it took, the 

greater the benefits. 

At the end of the day and a half, Long Fei Xue was the first to come out. 

However, it was not Long Fei Xue who came out, but a real “Green Dragon”, exactly the same as the 

“Green Dragon Void” that Ye Lu had seen Long Fei Xue release earlier. 

“Ye Lu, I’ve turned into a dragon!” 

Long Fei Xue looked at Ye Lu and said with a smile, his voice still unchanged. 

With the completion of the “Dragon Transformation”, Long Fei Xue had directly crossed from the “Two 

Trunks” realm of the “Golden Dan Avenue” to the “Six Trunks” realm, which was much faster than taking 

any pills. 

“As one of the Four Elephant Sacred Beasts, the status of the Dragon Clan was quite high, so many 

people looked at Long Fei Xue and started to bow, when the “Rain Dragon” came over with a smile. 

“Go on, that’s your real master.” 

As she said that, she released the cub of the “Ying Long” that had been secretly yours, this one was 

yellow with a pair of big wings and looked quite cute, still a bit naive as it had just been born. 

It had been nourished by Long Fei Xue’s blood since it was a dragon egg, so the relationship between 

one person and one beast had long been established. 

Of course, her body was still immersed in the “Dragon Transformation Pond”, so only her rounded 

shoulders could be seen, and little Ying Long was standing on Long Fei Xue’s shoulders. 

Seeing this scene, Ye Lu smiled. With the “Hwagamir’s Spring”, he believed that this dragon would be 

able to grow up very fast. 

As a result, Ye Yan waited for another day before she came out of the Pool of Nirvana, and without any 

surprise, not only was she able to take on the form of a Vermillion Bird, but she had also awakened her 

memories of the Vermillion Bird’s heritage. 

Ye Yan of course shared some of these inheritances with the Vermillion Bird Clan, and the Vermillion 

Bird Clan also acknowledged Ye Yan’s status as the “Bird Emperor” by handing her the “Vermillion Bird 

Divine Ring”, a symbol of her status as the “Bird Emperor”, as well as the fire bird Vermillion Bird that 

had already hatched. 

“Now we’re waiting for Silk Rain.” 

After the three of them had regrouped, they looked at the palace where the “Dragon Transformation 

Pond” was located and said. 



Qin Siyu had been in the Dragon Transformation Pond for three days, but there was still no sign of her 

coming out. 

At this time, “Lord Yun Long” came over and looked at Ye Lu and said with a smile. 

“Lord Ye Lu, Lord Qing Long, the people of the Dragon Clan and the Vermilion Bird Clan have all gathered 

and are ready to go at any time, don’t worry, the top brass of the two clans have also come out to crush 

them, when do we leave, should we wait for Lord Dragon Ancestor?” 

To be honest, Ye Lu was quite uncomfortable with calling himself Lord, however, due to his somewhat 

ambiguous relationship with Qin Siyu and Long Fei Xue, the people of the “Dragon Clan” felt that they 

should call him Lord. 

In response to the question of “Yun Long”, Ye Lu shook his head and said. 

“There’s no hurry, we’re not very far from there, wait a little longer.” 

In the vision of the demon puppet, the people of the “Heavenly Demon Palace” were already 

approaching the place called “Death Canyon”. 
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The reason why Ye Luo was not in a hurry was because he found that some of the other forces had 

already arrived at the Death Canyon first, but these people did not make any further moves, but waited 

quietly on the side of the canyon. 

This meant that they hadn’t succeeded, the “Taiyin Phantom Fluorescence” must still be there, and it 

was obvious that it wasn’t so easy to get it. 

The “Death Canyon” was a circular basin with all kinds of strange rocks everywhere, and in the middle of 

the canyon was a black and white fog, making it hard to see what was inside. 

However, Ye Luo could see white and black flames flickering in and out. 

Of course, since the people present were “demon puppets”, Ye Luo could not see the exact details, but 

the “Tai Yin Phantom Fluorescence” was still there, and this should not be doubted. 

“The people from the Heavenly Demon Palace did not act immediately after arriving, but looked around. 

After circling around, they found that many of the Pill Alliance and other clans and forces had already 

arrived, and they had each chosen a place around the Death Canyon to set up their tents, obviously 

preparing for a protracted battle. 

In the centre of the basin, near the black and white mist, there were the corpses of people and demonic 

beasts, apparently many people had tried but failed. 

Soon, the people of the Heavenly Demon Palace chose a corner to settle down, but, like the other 

forces, they definitely had to give it a try. 

Sure enough, this time they sent out a hellish dog. 



After this three-headed creature appeared, the crowd was taken aback, as this demonic beast had 

reached the level of “Fifth Transformation of the Firstborn” and was definitely a powerful being. 

After this creature appeared, it rushed towards the black and white fog. 

However, when it reached the fog, a black and white beast appeared. This creature looked like a 

combination of Little White and Little Black, half of it was black and half was white, but the black half of 

the body had a white eye on the other side, while on the white half of the body was a black eye, which 

looked quite bizarre. 

“Heh heh! You guys aren’t dead yet!” 

This guy said with a smile as he looked at the “Hell’s three-headed dog” that was staring at him. 

“Then let my little brother take care of you.” 

As he said that, a golden light appeared, and it was a three-legged bird, which was quite tall, with white 

flames emanating from its body, and looked quite tough. 

The three-legged bird then rushed forward and spurted out a white flame, which instantly enveloped 

the “Three Headed Dog of Hell”. 

“The Hell’s Three-Headed Dog was also good at flames, but in front of this terrifying flame, it was 

obviously all in vain, and the Hell’s Three-Headed Dog was immediately burnt into nothingness. 

“All right, craft!” 

The black and white beast snapped its fingers, then turned around and walked back into the black and 

white mist. 

This scene also scared Ye Lu enough, after all, his opponent was already far beyond his imagination. 

“It’s really not that easy to succeed!” 

The people from the “Heavenly Demon Palace” couldn’t help but lament. 

“Mo Tranquility” looked at the direction where the beast had disappeared and asked in confusion. 

“What kind of demonic beast was that? It felt so strong and weird at the same time, I’ve never seen such 

a demonic beast before.” 

To be honest, Ye Lu felt very strange too. 

After that, a great power of the Heavenly Demon Palace said with a frown. 

“If my guess is correct, this should be a legendary demonic beast called ‘Wu Tian’, born out of chaos, 

possessing both sun and celestial yin attributes, displaying black and white colours depending on the 

amount of sun and celestial yin attributes.” 

“You should have heard of the saying ‘Taiji gives birth to two yin’, they are the monstrous beasts created 

by combining the yin and yang yin together, hence the name ‘two yin beasts’.” 



“It’s one of the demonic beasts closest to the origin of the universe, so you can imagine how strong it 

is.” 

After he finished, someone else asked. 

“What’s that three-legged bird that just appeared, and how come it’s so strong too?” 

That great power then went on to explain. 

“That fellow is even more powerful, you guys remember a legend called ‘Hou Yi shot the sun’, right?” 

The crowd all nodded, and only then did he continue. 

“The sun that Hou Yi shot the sun with is actually the ‘Ten Golden Crows’, which is a kind of crow with 

three legs, they assume the role of the sun, rising in the east and setting in the west every day, the bird 

just now is the one with the ‘Three-Legged Golden Crow’ bloodline demonic beast, now you know why 

that three-legged bird is so strong, right?” 

The crowd all nodded, a demonic beast that could rival the sun, that was indeed really powerful. 

The “Taiyin Phantom Fluorescence” was worthy of the sky, there was actually such a strong demonic 

beast guarding it, however, through this formation it was basically certain that the news about the 

“Taiyin Phantom Fluorescence” sent out before was true, otherwise everyone really couldn’t think of 

anything worthy of such importance. 

“Alright, let’s all set up our tents, we’ll be the only ones to go, so we’ll wait and see what we can do.” 

With that, the people of the Heavenly Demon Palace stayed in the Death Canyon. 

However, Ye Lu finally saw the person he was looking for, and that was someone from the “Pan Gu 

Clan”. 

“Legend has it that he used the Pan Gu Axe to split open the chaos and create the heavens and the 

earth, and that the place where the heavens were created was Kunlun. 

Ye Luo saw that the “Pan Gu clan” did not have a special tall appearance like the “Chi You” clan, but 

looked very ordinary, the men were very handsome, and the women were beautiful, because the “magic 

puppet” saw, so Ye Luo could not see the details of their cultivation. 

However, it was obvious that Gu Shiqi was not among these people. 

“I wonder if the people from the ‘Dragon’ and ‘Vermilion Bird’ clans can hold the scene?” 

Ye Luo muttered secretly, but he felt that there was one thing that was strange, that was, he didn’t 

know why the people from the Beast Alliance hadn’t appeared, as the “Tai Yin Phantom Flux” had 

already appeared, and it was time for them to appear. 

“Is it possible that they are preparing to play a ‘mantis catching the cicada and the yellow bird in the 

back’?” 

Ye Lu muttered secretly, and then he asked the people of the Dragon Clan to help him find out where 

the people of the Beast Alliance had gone. 



Soon, the people from the Dragon Clan sent word that the Beast Alliance’s Beast Department and Snake 

Department were stationed at a place not far from the Death Canyon, and seemed to be sitting on a 

mountain watching the tiger fight. 

It was only after the fifth day that Qin Siyu finally came out of the Dragon Transformation Pond, and at 

this moment her cultivation level had already reached the level of “Nine Apertures of the Golden Dan 

Avenue”. 

This rocketing speed made Ye Lu only envious. 

Seeing that Qin Siyu had finally come out of the gate, Ye Lu smiled and said. 

“Alright, the long wait has finally come to an end, let’s go, let’s settle the score with the ‘Beast Alliance’ 

first, and then go collect that ‘Tai Yin Phantom Fluorescence’ beast egg.” 

Ye Luo said in a loud voice towards the crowd. 

“Good!” 

The people of the “Dragon Clan” were originally good at fighting, so when they heard that they were 

going to fight, they all shouted loudly, but of course, they were not fighting for Ye Lu, obviously 

everyone’s eyes were looking at the “Dragon Ancestor” Qin Shiyu. 

In this way, the army was heading towards the Beast Alliance’s “Beast Department” and “Snake 

Department”. 

“The great elder of the Beast Department was sitting in his tent at the moment, looking at the people 

below him and asking. 

“Has the man called ‘Autumn Leaves’ not been found yet?” 

The subordinate did not dare to look up, and said in a low voice with his head bowed. 

“Yes, ever since the battle at the lake people seem to have disappeared, no trace of them has been 

found.” 

Just at this time, a subordinate suddenly ran in and said. 

“It’s not good, we’re under siege.” 
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When he heard that he was being besieged, Huben said with a frown. 

“Which power in the ‘Ten Thousand Beasts Secret Realm’ would dare to besiege us?” 

To be honest, in Huben’s opinion, at least in the developed area, the “Beast Alliance” still had absolute 

authority, because compared to such demonic beasts, the “Beast Alliance” had an advantage, that is, it 

could enter and attack and retreat, and if it didn’t work out, everyone could just exit the “Secret Realm 

of Ten Thousand Beasts”, as these demonic beasts inside couldn’t get out anyway. 



Therefore, even the powerful demonic beasts did not dare to take any action against the “Beast 

Alliance”. 

After that, the subordinate said. 

“Those who came are from the Vermillion Bird clan, and the leader is a woman.” 

When he heard that it was the Vermilion Bird Clan, Huben was even more puzzled, for there was no big 

problem between the Beast Alliance and the Vermilion Bird Clan. 

Because the nearest settlement where the Vermilion Bird Clan is located is very far away, we do not 

have much contact with the Vermilion Bird Clan, and only occasionally cooperate with them. 

The reason for this is that the demon beasts in the “Secret Realm of the Ten Thousand Beasts” still need 

to rely on the “Beast Alliance” for certain aspects, such as weapons and so on. 

After all, although demon beasts are strong, they cannot leave the “Secret Realm of Ten Thousand 

Beasts”, so the life of demon beasts is completely different from that of humans outside. 

As a result, a suspicious Hu Ben came out and saw that there were indeed people from the Vermilion 

Bird clan outside, and there were a lot of them, many of them with a higher cultivation level than 

himself. 

This really surprised him. 

The person at the head of the group was someone he knew, or to be precise, he had seen before, 

because he was one of the four people who were initially wanted by the bounty. 

At that time when they entered this place, only Ye Lu had changed his appearance, while the others 

were each in their original appearance. 

“It’s you!” 

Hu Ben said as he frowned at Ye Yan. 

At this moment, Ye Yan was already a strong person who had opened the eighth aperture of the 

“Golden Dan Dao”, with a valiant posture, holding a flaming longsword that Ye Lu had made for her, 

while behind her were a pair of huge wings made of flames, which was also a symbol of his “Bird 

Emperor”, named “Wings of Flame”. 

All this made Ye Yan look very powerful. 

When she saw Huben come out, Yeyan said in a loud voice. 

“If you want to blame him, blame him on your failure to educate him properly.” 

“If he hadn’t molested me, I wouldn’t have missed the chance to kill him.” 

After saying that Ye Yan then went on to say. 

“As for you guys, killing people indiscriminately without differentiating is just as bad, today we will teach 

you a lesson.” 



As she spoke, Ye Yan waved her long sword into the air, and a crimson flame shot up into the sky. 

This was the signal to launch an attack. 

At the sight of the red flame, all the Vermilion Bird clan members attacked at the same time, and 

countless flames began to pour out from all directions, plunging the entire “Beast System” camp into a 

sea of fire. 

“The Vermilion Bird Clan’s attack was most suitable for group combat, as they didn’t have to worry 

about their flames falling short, as they could burn this one and that one anyway. 

Countless Vermilion Sparrows waved their wings rapidly, and the sky was filled with the flames of 

Vermilion Sparrows. 

Ye Yan was standing with several senior members of the Vermillion Bird Clan, watching the chaotic 

scene. 

On the other side of the Serpent camp, Qin Shiyu had surrounded the Serpent camp with the Dragon 

clan. 

Compared to Ye Yan, Qin Shiyu was obviously a bit uncomfortable, even though she was in the leader’s 

position, but without Ye Lu at her side, it was as if she was missing her backbone, and she felt her hands 

were already covered in sweat. 

However, this was a plan that Ye Lu had arranged long ago, the three women had experienced too few 

battles with humans, and such a battle with little danger was just the right time to sharpen them up. 

“Sister Siyu, don’t be afraid, we’re here.” 

Long Fei Xue stood by Qin Siyu’s side and grabbed Qin Siyu’s hand and said firmly. 

Compared to Qin Siyu, Long Feixue was considered to have grown up amidst all kinds of despise and 

fighting, so of the three, Long Feixue was still the most experienced one in this regard. 

Looking at Long Feixue beside her, Qin Siyu suddenly felt a lot more stable in her mind. 

So, she took a step forward and raised the spear in her hand. 

As the spear was raised, a “candle dragon shadow” emitting endless power appeared in the air, and this 

invisible pressure made everyone in the “snake department” feel their spirits choked, while all kinds of 

snake-shaped demonic beasts had quickly lowered their heads to the ground. 

“People of the Snake Clan, we do not fight nameless battles, I am one of the four people you want to 

kill, it is true that we killed your man, but that is because he deserved to die, since you are so 

unreasonable, then we are not polite with you.” 

“Warriors of the Dragon Clan, let them understand what happens when they do evil.” 

With those words, Qin Shiyu then violently swung the spear in her hand. 

The “Candle Dragon Void” let out a loud dragon roar, followed by all the dragon warriors quickly rushing 

towards the “Snake System” camp. 



To be honest, the demon beasts in the “Secret Realm of Ten Thousand Beasts” did not have a very good 

impression of the “Beast Alliance”, because the “Beast Alliance” was not really friendly to the demon 

beasts in the “Secret Realm of Ten Thousand Beasts”, and the people of the “Beast Alliance” were 

always known for their cruelty. 

At this moment, Ye Lu stood on the side of the Death Canyon and looked at the centre of the canyon. 

He wanted to see what was in the centre, but he found out that the man from the Heavenly Demon 

Palace was right, and that what was there was indeed the “Airless Beast”, because the black and white 

mist was the “Airless Qi” according to the “glasses”. 

“Looks like the news is true.” 

The reason why Ye Luo came here on his own was to make sure that there was really a “Tai Yin Phantom 

Fluorescence” here, because Ye Luo always felt that this matter was very strange no matter how he 

looked at it. 

First of all, everyone had been informed that this area was weird, and then, almost everyone had arrived 

at this “Death Canyon” at the same time before. 

Ye Lu has been studying the motives of the person who did this. 

At first, Ye Lu thought that he might have gotten so many people to come here because he couldn’t find 

the Taiyin Flux, so he asked them to help him find the location of the Taiyin Flux beast eggs. 

After all, even if he knew that the egg was here, it would still be too difficult to snatch it from the hands 

of the Weatherless Beast and the Three-Legged Golden Crow it led. 

However, another force soon tried, and this time it was the Pan Gu Clan. 

This time, the Pan Gu Clan sent out a Seventh Transformation expert, who was holding an axe in his 

hand, but of course, it was not the Pan Gu Axe, but a replica of the Pan Gu Axe. 

Then, this guy slashed out his axe towards the “airless Qi” at the centre of the “Death Canyon”, and the 

huge shadow of the axe blasted towards the “airless Qi”. 

However, just as the axe was about to slash at the “Airless Qi”, another black and white demonic beast 

appeared. 

This one was completely different from the half-black, half-white “Airless Beast” just now, this one 

looked like a panda in black and white, and this one also looked as chubby as a panda. 

However, his combat power was not to be underestimated. With a casual wave of his hand, the shadow 

of the giant axe was broken by his palm, and then he looked at the crowd and said with a smile. 

“Having some fun again, are we? Didn’t I just tell you guys, let’s win our little brother first.” 

With its words, the “three-legged golden crow” appeared again, and seeing this “three-legged golden 

crow”, Ye Lu’s eyes instantly lit up. 
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Because the hint from the “glasses” appeared, the “glasses” told him that this “three-legged golden 

crow” was a demonic beast that could hatch the “Sun Candle” beast egg. 

“Haha, I’ve really found it without any trouble! I’ve actually found a demonic beast that can hatch beast 

eggs here.” 

However, there was now a serious problem in front of Ye Lu, how to catch this “three-legged golden 

crow”? 

Relying on the Dragon and Vermilion Bird Clans to kill everyone and then kill the area covered by the 

“Airless Qi” was obviously impossible, at least not with the current collection of Dragon and Vermilion 

Bird Clans. 

The current collection of the Dragons and Vermillion Birds together was, in Ye Lu’s opinion, enough to 

crush any of the forces present, but not enough to crush all of them. 

What’s more, there was the “airless qi” in the middle, and Ye Lu felt that what was hidden there was 

even more terrifying than all the others present. 

The “Great Sun Golden Flame” in the mouth of these “Three-legged Golden Crow” was enough for 

everyone present. 

Although this flame is not an Origin Fire, it is definitely not inferior to some Origin Fires, because Origin 

Fires are also graded, and this “Great Sun Golden Flame” is also called a “Fire Spirit”, one of the “Four 

Chaos Spirits” that were created after the opening of the heavens and the earth, so it is also an 

incredibly powerful existence. 

Even the members of the Pan Gu Clan were unable to block this guy’s attack, but it was clear that the 

Pan Gu Clan was indeed much better than the others, as a Pan Gu Void quickly formed around this guy 

on the field, and the Pan Gu Void swung its huge axe to block the terrifying strike of the Three-Legged 

Golden Crow. 

Everyone was relieved to see this scene. 

Everyone who had been up there before had been unable to withstand the strike of the Three-Legged 

Golden Crow, but this time there was at least a little hope that the white flame was not invincible. 

Fortunately, the Pan Gu clan member had expected that he would not be able to block the attack, so 

after releasing his Pan Gu Shadow, he backed up quickly and escaped from the Three Legged Golden 

Crow’s attack. 

The Three Legged Golden Crow did not give chase, it gave a proud cry and then retreated back into the 

“Airless Qi”, restoring peace and quiet to the “Death Canyon”. 

After a few moments of silence, the teams began to send out people to talk. 

Each organisation sent a representative. 

Everyone went to the open space in front of the “Airless Qi”. 

The representative of the “Pan Gu Clan” spoke first. 



“As you can see, it is very difficult to rely on one force to get this done. I think we should join forces and 

find the ‘Taiyin Phantom’ egg first, and it is up to everyone to decide how to distribute it after we get it. 

” 

The proposal of the “Pan Gu Clan” was immediately echoed by everyone, because the first people to 

come here had been here for several days, but there had been no breakthrough at all. 

If they were too strong, they could think of a new way. 

However, just at this time, a new team suddenly appeared. 

At the head of the party was a young man carrying an exaggeratedly shaped scarlet long sword in his 

hand, while at the side of the teenager were three stunningly beautiful women, one of them wearing 

magnificent armour and holding a shield wielding a snake-haired female demon design in one hand, 

while carrying a spear in the other. 

Another carries a fiery red sword with a pair of immense flaming wings, and the last is a gallant figure 

holding a green “dragon spear”. 

Behind the four, there were two distinctly strong teams, one made up of demonic beasts in the form of 

dragons and the other of vermilion birds. 

Moreover, the members of both teams each had powerful auras, and it was easy to tell that these were 

two teams capable of conquering and fighting. 

“The Dragon Clan, and the ‘Vermillion Bird Clan’!” 

Of course there were many people who recognised the identities of these two teams, but basically most 

of them did not understand why there were four young men at the front of the team, as if these four 

were the leaders of the team. 

Of course, some of these people were clear about Ye Lu’s identity, and they were of course the people 

from the Pill Alliance, especially the “Heavenly Doctor Elder” and Pill Shu, who had never thought that in 

a short period of time, Ye Lu and the others would become the leaders of two such powerful teams. 

“The teams of the Dragon Clan or the Vermilion Bird Clan, any of them would be enough to crush any of 

the teams here, including the Pan Gu Clan’s team, but these two teams were obediently following Ye 

Lu’s lead. 

“It’s the people on the wanted notice.” 

“They are the ones on the wanted notice.” 

…… 

The team had changed their attire, and because of the sudden appearance of the “Dragon Clan” and 

“Vermilion Bird Clan”, people did not recognize Ye Lu and the others for a while, but after a quick 

glance, many people could see their identities. 

However, after a quick glance, many people could see the identity of Ye Lu and the others. This was 

because all the videos and pictures of Ye Lu and the others had been sent to everyone when the wanted 



notice was issued, of course, they were taken after Ye Lu and the others had entered the secret realm of 

the Beast Alliance. 

Now everyone exploded, because no one knew why these “wanted criminals” had suddenly changed 

their guns, and looking at the current situation, no one could catch them. 

Ye Lu also ignored the surprised crowd, because he still had something important to do, and that was to 

catch a “three-legged golden crow”, which was all the more difficult because he had to catch it instead 

of killing it. 

To be honest, with Qin Siyu around, it would not be difficult for Ye Lu to kill a Three-Legged Golden 

Crow, or even an Airless Beast, but the current Qin Siyu is not the same as when he was dealing with the 

Teng Snakes. 

But, unfortunately, this time, we have to catch them alive. 

When he reached the front of the Airless Qi, Ye Lu did not stop, but carried the Blazing God Blade and 

walked directly towards the Airless Qi. 

The three women did not follow him, only an expert from the Dragon Clan and an expert from the 

Vermilion Bird Clan followed him. 

The three of them soon reached the front of the “airless qi”. 

“Come on, let’s challenge this time.” 

Ye Lu looked at the black and white “Airless Qi” and said in a loud voice. 

As a result, the black and white “Airless Beast” that appeared completely ignored Ye Lu, and it looked at 

Ye Lu and said with a scowl. 

“Forget about you, these two are quite decent, I’ll send two little brothers to play with you.” 

As he said that, two “Three-Legged Golden Crow” appeared, apparently the number of “Three-Legged 

Golden Crow” was the same as the number of “Airless Beast”, there was more than one. 

“Ugh!” 

Seeing that his opponent had ignored him, Ye Lu faked a bit of depression and muttered, but in his 

heart, he was happy because this was exactly what he wanted to see unfold, his actual combat power 

was more than one realm higher than his own cultivation level, so he could actually help. 

When he saw the two Three Legged Golden Crows charging towards a Dragon and a Vermilion Bird, Ye 

Lu made a quick gesture. 

Ye Lu had already discussed with everyone that the goal was to catch one of the Three Legged Golden 

Crows, so the other one would be abandoned, and Ye Lu was actually the main force in this capture, 

because even though the Vermilion Bird was very good at flames, it still could not counter the attack of 

the Great Sun Golden Flame, so it was the fusion flame that Ye Lu used that could really counter the 

other one. 

“Let’s go!” 



After making a gesture, the “Heavenly Vine” wrapped itself around Ye Lu’s body, and at the same time, 

white flaming armour lit up on all three of them, which was tailor-made by Ye Lu for everyone. 

“Phew!” 

The terrifying “Great Sun Golden Flame” hit the three of them without mercy, but to everyone’s 

surprise, Ye Lu and the three of them were actually unscathed and attacked at the same time. 
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The “Flame Armor” made from fused flames could indeed block the “Great Sun Golden Flame”, but it 

also consumed its own energy, so Ye Lu estimated that it could only take three or four hits before the 

“Flame Armor” would disintegrate. 

Therefore, he had to attack quickly. 

“Hoo!” 

The main attacker was still Ye Luo. 

The difference between Ye Lu and the others was that he could use various “magic treasures” to 

increase his combat power, and if he didn’t have one, he could make one himself. 

The gloves he was wearing at the moment were such powerful things that he had made himself. 

So, he instantly poured out all the fusion flames in his gloves, and the violent flames instantly dispersed 

the “Great Sun Golden Flame” released by the “Three Legged Golden Crow” and enveloped it. 

Ying Long and Vermilion Bird immediately launched a joint attack, their purpose was twofold, one was 

to consume the other as much as possible, and the other was to disengage the other. 

Ye Luo was also helping with this. 

Several vines wrapped in white flames instantly wrapped around the Three-Legged Golden Crow, and 

then worked with Ying Long and Zhu Yao to forcefully drag the Three-Legged Golden Crow. 

In fact, there was a risk that if the dragging was unsuccessful, Ye Lu might be dragged into the “Airless 

Qi” instead, which would be bad. 

However, fortunately, the Three Legged Golden Crow’s flame was indeed strong, but not as perverse as 

the Great Sun Golden Flame in terms of strength, so everyone dragged it over quickly. 

However, seeing that Ying Long and Vermilion Bird had already gotten the better of them, Ye Lu quickly 

formed a shield of flame in front of him, so as long as the other “Three-legged Golden Crow” was 

blocked for a moment, the real experts of the Dragon and Vermilion Bird would be able to subdue it. 

This time, in order to draw out a weaker Three-Legged Golden Crow, the two assistants Ye Lu brought 

along were not too strong, because he had observed before that the Three-Legged Golden Crow 

released by the Beast of No Air was based on the level of the opponent, and for weaker opponents, it 

would release a weaker Three-Legged Golden Crow. 



Seeing that Ye Lu had actually captured a Three-Legged Golden Crow with two people, and that he was 

also the main force in capturing and defending it, everyone present was taken aback. 

It was because everyone actually thought the same as the “airless beast”, they all thought that Ye Lu 

would be a “gift”, just to match the “Ying Long” and the Vermilion Bird, but who would have thought 

that things would be completely opposite, it was the Ying Long and the Vermilion Bird that were 

matching Ye Lu. 

“What a powerful flame!” 

After all, there were still a lot of Three Legged Golden Crows, and as warriors, everyone had to be ready 

to sacrifice at all times, not to mention that it was not uncommon to be caught. 

He felt that this white flame was much stronger than the “Great Sun Golden Flame”, which was 

incredible. 

“Among the Ten Great Origin Flames, the ‘Sun True Flame’ should be the strongest, followed by the 

‘Taiyin True Flame’, right? ‘.” 

The flame released by Ye Lu was a fusion flame of three “Origin Flames”, so of course the grade was 

extremely high. 

Behind Ye Luo, the Dragon and Vermilion Bird clansmen had already started to take action, with water 

and ice frantically attacking the Three Legged Golden Crow’s body, while the Vermilion Bird clan 

controlled its flames. 

The three-legged Golden Crow was, of course, immediately ravaged to death. 

Ye Lu also quickly retreated to the Three Legged Golden Crow’s side. 

What he wanted to do was to “forcibly recognize the master”. He had his own origin flame, especially a 

vitality flame like the “Nine Heavenly Mystic Flame”, so he felt that the “Three-Footed Golden Crow” 

should not be too repulsive. 

As expected, the Three-Legged Golden Crow soon became Ye Lu’s servant and stood by his side. 

Now everyone was in an uproar. 

“Sh*t! Who is this kid? It’s so awesome that he came and caught a ‘Three-Legged Golden Crow’.” 

“Yeah, no wonder no one has been able to catch him for so long, he’s really powerful.” 

“What a bull!” 

“Today is an eye opener.” 

…… 

It’s no wonder that everyone was emotional, everyone has been here in Pan Heng for some time, but no 

one could do anything to these “three-legged golden crows”, even the people of the “Pan Gu clan” could 

only basically avoid them, but Ye Lu and the others came and caught one, this is really too incredible. 

“Three-footed, are you able to speak?” 



Ye Luo said to the “Three-Legged Golden Crow”. 

As a result, the creature shook its head. 

Ye Luo could not help but feel a sense of relief, it is true that the higher the bloodline of a demonic 

beast, the more difficult it is to transform, this guy has such a high cultivation level that he could not 

even speak and transform. 

“Then you are able to understand what we say, right?” 

This time it nodded, and then Ye Lu said. 

“That’s good, help me hatch a beast egg sometime, but before that, tell me, is there a ‘Tai Yin Phantom 

Flux’ egg in that ‘Airless Qi’ or not? If there is, nod your head, if not, shake your head.” 

This was also a question that Ye Lu had been worrying about all along, he kept saying that there was a 

beast egg of the “Tai Yin Phantom Fluorescence”, but was there really such a beast egg? 

As a result, the “three-legged golden crow” shook its head. 

This made Ye Lu, and the three women standing beside him, all taken aback, it looked like everyone had 

really fallen for it. 

“Alright, I get it, go in.” 

This bracelet was brought over by his elder sister, Ye Yan, and was snatched from the Great Elder of 

Huben, its level was much higher than the one Ye Lu had before. 

Ye Luo then quietly put the beast egg of the “Sun Candle” inside and gave it to the “Three-legged Golden 

Crow”. 

After seeing the “Sun Candle” egg, the “Three-Legged Golden Crow” immediately stared at it, it could 

not speak and could only use exaggerated expressions to express its surprise. 

It was excited to be the mother of the Sun Candle, but not in the true sense of the word, and more 

importantly, this incubation process would allow it to evolve itself, so that it might be able to evolve into 

a “Great Sun Golden Crow”. 

So, it immediately started to hatch the eggs. 

Ye Lu looked at the crowd and said. 

“Everyone, don’t waste your efforts, there are no ‘Tai Yin Phantom Flux’ beast eggs in this ‘Airless Qi’.” 

Hearing Ye Luo’s words, everyone immediately froze. 

“There are no beast eggs!” 

Everyone started muttering in their hearts, and following that, a guy looked at Ye Luo and said. 

“If you say there aren’t any, there aren’t any? Who knows if it’s true, maybe you’re fooling us to get us 

to leave and then you get the ‘Tai Yin Phantom Fluorescence’ yourself.” 

“Yes, you say there isn’t, what are you using to prove it?” 



“Trying to trick us are you?” 

“Sh*t, playing a ruse with us.” 

…… 

After a moment of silence, the crowd began to question, after all, everyone had come all the way here 

for the “Taiyin Phantom Fluorescence” egg, and when they were about to succeed, Ye Luo said there 

was no “Taiyin Phantom Fluorescence” egg at all, which made everyone completely unable to accept it. 

However, Ye Lu did not pay any attention to them, nor did he give any explanation, but directly turned 

around and led the people of the Dragon Clan and the Vermilion Bird Clan to leave. 

“The “Heavenly Doctor Elder” thought about it and followed with his men, while the beautiful women of 

the Hundred Flowers Clan all followed him. 

Although Ye Luo had changed his appearance, the flames he had just unleashed and the “Blazing God 

Blade” in his hand had made the sisters of the Hundred Flowers Sect recognise him. 

The others were dumbfounded, they were just leaving, what a routine. 

Immediately afterwards, a loud roar sounded, from far away to near, just like muffled thunder in the 

sky. 

“A tide of beasts!” 

“It’s a tide of beasts coming!” 

Some people’s faces immediately changed. 
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“It’s really a tide of beasts.” 

Next to Ye Lu, the people of the Dragon Clan and the Vermilion Bird Clan also began to turn pale, 

because they knew very well that what these people were saying was true. 

Those of them who had lived in the Secret Realm of the Ten Thousand Beasts for a long time were 

certainly very familiar with the “Beast Tide”, and they were also very clear that this “Beast Tide” was not 

that simple, and judging from the sound, this “Beast Tide” was probably bigger than every “Beast Tide”. 

“You guys go now, I’ll go to the sky and take a look.” 

“One of the experts of the Vermilion Bird Clan said quickly to Ye Lu, and then he flew up into the sky. 

Then he saw a terrifying scene. 

He saw that from far away in the sky, countless demonic beasts were like a tidal wave on the sea, and 

not only on the ground, but also in the air, the demonic beasts in the air also started to fly towards this 

side like dark clouds. 

This Vermilion Bird clan member had never seen a “tide of beasts” of this scale before. 

“This is too frightening, I’m afraid that everything will be destroyed wherever it goes.” 



Although the tide of beasts was still far away, the black line that could not be seen and the muffled 

sound made the scale of the tide very clear to him. 

“This time we are in big trouble, the scale of the tide is too big, and judging by the speed, the vanguard 

should be of a high level, I am afraid we are all going to die here.” 

This guy said with a somewhat unpleasant face. 

However, from the moment Ye Lu heard the word “tide of beasts”, he started to feel excited, the “tide 

of beasts” had come, which meant that the last “keyword” had also appeared. 

“Is the tide of beasts really that terrifying?” 

Ye Luo looked at the Vermilion Bird and Dragon people and asked. 

A great power from the “Dragon Clan” looked at Ye Lu and said. 

“The ‘beast tide’ is indeed extremely terrifying, and the most important thing is that there is no way to 

escape from the ‘beast tide’ here. ‘, but not us people, so the ultimate fate is to be swallowed up by the 

‘beast tide’.” 

And Ye Lu asked with some confusion. 

“Forgive me for being presumptuous, but technically speaking, aren’t you guys also ‘beasts’, so that 

means that you should also be part of the ‘tide of beasts’, what’s so scary about you guys?” 

It would be easy to understand if Ye Lu and the humans who entered here were afraid of the ‘beast 

tide’, but the Dragons were originally from here, and were also part of the beasts, so what was there to 

run from? 

As a result, the dragon master shook his head and said. 

“You don’t understand the ‘Secret Realm of the Ten Thousand Beasts’, it’s too big for you to imagine. 

The area you have seen is only the tip of the iceberg, and our ‘Dragon Clan’ is certainly not what you 

see, but it is our ‘Dragon Clan’ that has to turn pale when it comes to the ‘Beast Tide’, because the Beast 

Tide is aimed at more than one other race.” 

“I don’t know who or what started the ‘Beast Tide’, but in front of the ‘Beast Tide’, all of us demon 

beasts only have two choices, either die or submit and become their slaves, in other words In other 

words, the ‘beast tide’ is not formed naturally, but someone is controlling it.” 

Hearing his words, Ye Lu also sucked in a breath of cold air, even the “tide of beasts” could be 

controlled, what kind of existence was this? 

At this moment, in the deepest part of the “Secret Realm of Ten Thousand Beasts”, an extremely 

handsome looking man was sitting on his throne, drinking red blood-like wine, and beside him, an 

immense monster with an unknown number of heads and faces was quietly lying there. 

If Ye Lu had been there, he would have had the chance to see the “thousand-faced demon beast”, the 

king of all beasts “Typhon”, born of the European Mother Earth, was not worth mentioning in front of it. 



In this hall, apart from this handsome man and the Thousand-Faced Demon Beast, there were also many 

black and white demon beasts, as well as nine “Three-Legged Golden Crows” that were even stronger 

than the ones Ye Lu had seen before, and these were the evolved form of the “Three-Legged Golden 

Crow” called the “Great Sun Golden Crow”. 

Of course, if Ye Lu was there, he would have been most surprised by the one behind Ye Lu, which was a 

rather oddly shaped thing that looked like a white hollow ring, and was none other than the Greatest 

Saint Beast, the Tai Yin You Yu. 

“Thousand Faces, what do you think they would think if they knew that I had in fact hatched the real 

‘Youfang’ and that it was right here with me?” 

The handsome man looked at the “Thousand-Faced Demon Beast” beside him and said with a smile. 

“They’d be mad, of course.” 

“Nonsense, they’d be angry, they’d be scared to death to know that the Lord exists, so they’d be mad as 

hell!” 

“I’m sure they’ll regret it to death.” 

“But this time, ah yo thanks to the ‘Beast Alliance’ people for their help, we couldn’t have done it 

without them.” 

“Thanks my ass, they didn’t have the benefit too.” 

“That’s right, sooner or later this small thousand world will all be ours.” 

“Mao’s little thousand world, we are going to become immortal, become immortal, you know?” 

…… 

Several heads of that “thousand-faced demonic beast” immediately started arguing. 

As a result, the handsome man frowned and said. 

“Thousand faces, how many times have I told you to try to let one head talk, you’re making a lot of 

noise, you know?” 

“Tell those in front of us not to be too greedy, we’ll focus on gathering information this time, they’ll 

have plenty of time to eat people after we conquer all the small worlds.” 

Hearing the handsome man’s words, a black and white demonic beast immediately disappeared, its 

speed was simply unbelievable. 

And Ye Lu and the others were still on the run. 

What made Ye Lu puzzled was that he had never seen “Zhang Tian” and those who were with him 

before, so I was afraid that he had a hunch about what was going on and had bailed out in advance. 

Since Zhang Tian was able to obtain the inheritance of the Immortal Mansion and some of its resources, 

he must have a lot of unbelievable tricks, and Ye Lu felt that this person would become a big problem for 

him sooner or later. 



What he needed to do now was to find out who the “Star Destiny Man” was. Therefore, Ye Lu did not 

break away from the group, but ran wildly towards the entrance with the rest of the group. 

Although the land-bound demon beasts were huge in number, they were not very fast, and were much 

slower than the average speed of Ye Lu’s group, but the flying demon beasts were fast, and even though 

the fleeing group was basically riding flying demon beasts, the vanguard of the opposing group was still 

approaching everyone bit by bit. 

“Come on, come on ……” 

Ye Lu muttered in his heart as he fled. 

However, soon, flying demonic beasts flew over from the direction of the entrance and exit of the 

“Secret Realm of Ten Thousand Beasts”. 

“Lord, the entrance and exit have been completely sealed off by the people from the Beast Alliance, we 

can’t get out.” 

This guy was someone from the Heavenly Demon Palace, and should be the one left by the Heavenly 

Demon Palace near the entrance/exit to meet them. 

After all, everyone was not stupid. When things had come to this stage, it was clear to everyone that the 

Beast Alliance must be involved in this matter, otherwise it was impossible for so many people to be 

deceived, while the Beast Alliance itself was at large. 

“They turned off the communication function of the communicator too.” 

At this moment, a man looked at the “communicator” in his hand and said. 

As expected, the Beast Alliance had also started to make their move, which meant that everyone would 

probably die in this “Secret Realm of Ten Thousand Beasts”. 

Everyone, including the demonic beasts of the Dragon and Vermilion Bird clans, looked almost 

desperate, as no one knew how to escape from the tide of beasts. 

“What if we flee to the sides, can we bypass the ‘tide of beasts’?” someone suggested. 

Someone suggested. 

However, a great power of the Vermilion Bird Clan shook his head and said. 

“It’s difficult, I saw from the air earlier that the scale of the ‘beast tide’ is too big, I’m afraid that only 

death awaits us, you might still have a chance to break out from here.” 

The crowd was also silent, with the Beast Alliance blocking the entrance and exit, how could they 

possibly break out? 
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If it were a big battle, everyone might still have a bit of a chance, but the entrance and exit of the secret 

realm is such a small bit of space that finding a strong hand would be too much for one man to handle. 



There is no way to contact the outside of the secret realm, so the experts from the various clans and 

powers are also unable to know what is going on in the secret realm, let alone rescue them. 

In fact, even rescue was not that easy, because it would be extremely difficult to enter the secret realm 

of the Beast Alliance, after all, the Beast Alliance was one of the largest clans, so there might be some 

chance of a big battle, but there was no chance at all of an attack like this. 

“Anyway, let’s go to the entrance first and see what happens, it’s a death sentence.” 

Someone said after thinking about it. 

At this time, Ye Lu suddenly said. 

“Give me some of all of your blood, I have a way to save you all from getting out.” 

Hearing Ye Luo say that he could save everyone from getting out, everyone was stunned. 

“You really have a way?” 

One of the people from the “Heavenly Demon Palace” asked with some disbelief as he looked at Ye Lu. 

Ye Lu nodded with certainty, then turned his head to look at the people of the “Pan Gu Clan” and said. 

“However, I have a premise, please ask the “Pan Gu Clan” to release one of my friends, otherwise it 

might be difficult for me to do this.” 

Hearing Ye Luo’s words, the people of the Pan Gu Clan immediately frowned, followed by a man of the 

Pan Gu Clan who looked at Ye Luo and said coldly. 

“Are you threatening us, the Pan Gu Clan?” 

Ye Luo looked at him and said in the same unkind tone. 

“Yes, I am threatening you, what do you want? Say it!” 

The last word Ye Luo said in a loud voice. 

As a result, this “Pan Gu clan” guy stared at him, his face turned red, and thought for half a day before 

he slowly said. 

“It’s alright, I’m just curious to ask.” 

Immediately, someone couldn’t help but laugh. 

Ye Lu turned to the leader of the “Pan Gu Clan” and said. 

“I’m not going to beat around the bush with you, that woman called ‘Gu Shiqi’, let her go and I’ll save 

you all, otherwise, you can all wait for death here.” 

Hearing Ye Lu’s words, that chief suddenly sighed in relief and said. 

“Phew, I thought you were talking about who, Miss Gu, ah, this depends on her will, she is a member of 

our ‘Ancient Clan’, and is a reincarnation of the ‘Heavenly Assist Star’, the star of great fortune, and has 



now received the recognition of the ‘Pan Gu Axe’ and has received the inheritance of our ‘Pan Gu Great 

God’, I am afraid, even if you ask her to return with you, she may not be willing.” 

Hearing this chief’s words, Ye Lu was also stunned. 

The “Pan Gu Axe” was the top of the legendary “Ten Fierce Weapons of the Ancient World”, the most 

powerful divine weapon that could open up the heavens and the earth, if it was really acknowledged by 

the “Pan Gu Axe”, it would really be a great blessing. 

The “Nine Stars” have their corresponding destinies in the Qi Men Dun Jia, among which the “Heavenly 

Assist Star” is the first of the three “Great Auspicious Stars”, and I didn’t expect that it would correspond 

to Gu Shi Qi. 

“What a bull!” 

Ye Lu said with some doubt. 

The leader of the “Pan Gu Clan” said with a smile. 

“I can promise you that after we leave this place, I will let her come out to see you, at that time, 

whether she stays or goes is up to your arrangement, how about that?” 

From the beginning to the end, this clan member of the “Pan Gu Clan” did not mention the fact that Gu 

Shiqi was a “Star Destined One”, so it was obvious that he intended to protect her. 

So, Ye Lu nodded his head, and then instructed everyone to take some of the blood for themselves. 

After that, Ye Luo discussed with the people of the Dragon and Vermilion Bird clans, and then the army 

of these two clans quickly disappeared. 

Next, Ye Lu did not explain why, but instructed everyone to rush in the direction of the entrance and exit 

of the secret realm. 

Sure enough, there was a sealed formation at the entrance and exit, stopping everyone from leaving the 

secret realm. 

As we rushed along these days, we could occasionally see some of the Beast Alliance’s great powers at 

first, but later on, basically no one from the Beast Alliance could be seen, obviously, the Beast Alliance 

had prepared for this and had quickly evacuated the area. 

Looking at the sealed entrance and exit, everyone was once again in despair, because it was obvious 

that there was no way to get out, and now the only hope was Ye Lu. 

So, all of them looked at Ye Luo. 

Ye Luo was not in a hurry, he did not move his voice and instructed everyone to wait for the “tide of 

beasts” to come. 

To be honest, everyone really couldn’t wait at ease, because what would we do when the “tide of 

beasts” really came? Moreover, the flying beasts would probably arrive soon. 



Sure enough, the next day, everyone could see the “flying” demonic beasts spreading like dark clouds 

towards the entrance and exit, and it was estimated that the “tide of beasts” would arrive in just a few 

hours. 

However, when we look at Ye Lu, there is still no sign of him leaving, he just stands there quietly looking 

at the direction of the “tide of beasts”. 

In this way, time passed by, and everyone became more and more impatient. 

“Why aren’t we leaving yet? Is there really a way out of here?” 

“I don’t know, if Lord Ye Lu says there is, then there must be, isn’t he here himself?” 

“Did you see that, there are too many demonic beasts, my god!” 

“Dead, dead!” 

…… 

Everyone should be able to see the densely packed approaching demonic beasts, the number of these 

demonic beasts was simply uncountable as half of the sky was covered by them, like a curtain that was 

slowly drawn up, the endless demonic beasts made everyone understand that even if the other party 

was ants they could eat everyone to the bone. 

Finally, the long-lost feeling of fever reappeared. 

“Here it comes!” 

He was waiting for the “Immortal Mansion Key” to heat up again so that he could confirm the “Star 

Destined One”. 

After that, Ye Luo turned his head to look at “Mo Tranquility” and walked towards her. 

This made Mo tranquil feel a bit puzzled, and she also turned her head to look at Ye Lu, but she saw Ye 

Lu frowning and changed his direction again. 

This was because Ye Lu had just discovered that when he was walking towards Mo Tranquility, the 

feverish feeling was actually diminishing, which meant that the “Star Destined One” was not Mo 

Tranquility, nor was she from the “Heavenly Demon Palace”, which made him feel a bit strange, because 

that time it was clearly because of Mo Tranquility and their “Immortal Palace Key” that he was feverish! 

After walking a few more times, Ye Lu finally identified the direction, which was actually the direction Ye 

Yan and the others were in. 

“Could it be the people around me?” 

Ye Luo doubted and walked back again, but he found out that this “person of star fate” was no other 

than Long Fei Xue, who had always been by his side. 

“Secret Realm of Ten Thousand Beasts”, “dragon”, “female”, “beast tide”, “Golden Dan Avenue”, Ye Lu 

instantly recalled these five key words again, and he suddenly realized that they all corresponded to 

Long Feixue. 



“So ‘far away and close at hand’, ‘stepping through iron shoes and finding nothing’, ah, after looking for 

so long, it’s actually Fei Xue.” 

Since the person had already been found, Ye Lu didn’t need to wait any longer, he smiled at everyone 

and said. 

“Alright, then let’s leave this hellish place, in a moment when you feel a fluctuation of heaven and 

earth’s Yuan Power, you don’t need to resist, accept the summons and you can leave, everyone may 

leave in several batches, don’t be in a hurry.” 

Following that, Ye Luo then snapped his fingers, signalling everyone to wait quietly. 

Hearing Ye Luo’s words, everyone revealed an extremely puzzled look, as everyone was confused as to 

what Ye Luo was talking about, even Ye Yan and the girls beside Ye Luo were also confused. 

“Does he mean that someone will summon us out?” 

“Not straight away, it seems like that’s what it means.” 

“Directly leave?” 

“You ask me, how would I know?” 

…… 

Just as everyone was talking, someone really felt the fluctuation of the Yuan Power of Heaven and Earth, 

and it wasn’t just one person, Ye Lu also felt the fluctuation of the law around his body. 

“Walk on!” 

Ye Luo said as he smiled at the crowd. 

Following that, the teleportation began, and amidst the crowd’s surprise, a group of people had already 

disappeared. 

 


